






Our AVO Lafiness Oil Based Marinades are guaranteed to be a focal point in your display!
Manufactured at an impressive and highly regarded state of the art facility renowned for quality and performance.

These are not just a flavoured oil that sits on the surface of the substrate but a true marinade for second to none flavour. 

AVO Lafiness
Coffee & Black Pepper
Oil Based Marinade

MarinadesOIL BASED

True Marinades Made from the finest Rapeseed Oil
GLUTEN

FREE

AVAILABLEIN 4KG TUBS

A tasty Asian taste with a fruity sweetness and a touch of curry. 
Suitable for all meats but excellent with beef, poultry and lamb.

Bombay CODE: 522950

One of the most famous named chillies! An interesting hot and 
spicy profile with habañero chillies, jalapeños, garlic, coriander, 
cumin and ginger. Suitable for all meats but superb with beef.

Habañero Chilli  CODE: 1265600

A smoky hint of pepper, spiced with an underlying taste of roast 
flavours. Suitable for all meats but particularly good with beef, 
poultry, pork and venison.

Alabama CODE: 482050

A spicy and fruity flavour profile that has been inspired by South 
African cuisine. A versatile marinade which is excellent with all 
meats, poultry and fish.

Chakalaka CODE: 187750 

An enticing blend of herbs subtly complemented with onions. 
Suitable for all meats but particularly good with poultry and pork.

Avignon CODE: 522650

A hot and spicy profile, rounded off with garlic, onion, chilli, 
lemon and fine herbs. Suitable for all meats but particularly good 
with poultry.

Chimichurri CODE: 871850

A combination of Thai style ingredients including lemongrass, 
Thai basil, coconut and chillies. Suitable for all meats. Superb 
with beef, pork and poultry.

Bangkok CODE: 1072750

An exotic and spicy blend with black pepper and paprika plus 
a bittersweet roasted coffee. Suitable for all meats but superb 
with beef and poultry.

Coffee & Black Pepper CODE: 854550

An on trend flavour profile which encompasses a pungent but fine 
balance of ingredients. Black pepper, garlic, lovage, fenugreek 
seed, turmeric, chillies and fennel are combined in this attractive 
and glossy marinade. Excellent with poultry,  lamb and beef.

Premium Black Garlic CODE: 1642800 French Garden CODE: 1099200

A perfectly balanced profile of herbs including garlic, chives, 
tarragon and thyme. Excellent with lamb, poultry and pork.

A marinade with a generous kick of chilli. Complemented with 
coriander, paprika, black pepper, garlic and fennel. Suitable for 
all meats but superb with poultry, pork and on ribs.

Buffalo CODE: 1398600

A subtle taste of butter, savoury spices, garlic with a hint of 
lemon. Suitable for all meats but particularly good with poultry, 
pork and lamb.

Herb Butter CODE: 549350

A rich, creamy and buttery flavour and mouthfeel. Paprika, 
onion, garlic, black pepper, turmeric and nutmeg all contribute 
to a moreish profile. Superb with poultry, lamb, pork and fish. 

Grill Butter CODE: 555150

A unique and interesting blend of flavours including green 
pepper, white pepper, black pepper, coriander, ginger, cumin, 
fennel and Chillis. Suitable for all meats but perfect with beef.

Premium Black Aged Pepper CODE: 1931002



GLUTEN
FREE

AVAILABLEIN 4KG TUBS

Rhodos CODE: 522750

A combination of typical Greek style herbs including; oregano, 
cumin and fennel. Suitable for all meats but particularly good 
with lamb, poultry, pork and beef.

A fruity well balanced profile with pieces of mango and 
pineapple. Paprika, curry spices and chilli complement the 
sweetness. Suitable for all meats. Excellent with poultry, pork 
and lamb.

Mango Chilli CODE: 588450

A subtle balance of herbs including paprika, ginger, chillies and 
garlic. Excellent with poultry, lamb and pork.

Spanish Herbal Garlic CODE: 863600

A flavoursome combination of typical Mediterranean flavours 
including thyme, rosemary, basil, onion and paprika. Suitable 
for all meats but superb with lamb and poultry.

Mediterranean CODE: 877250 Spicy Lemon CODE: 187550

A fruity and sweet flavour with a citrus tang, rounded  off with 
coriander notes. Suitable for all meats but particularly good with 
poultry, pork and lamb.

A sweet and spicy flavour profile with chillies, paprika, garlic, 
grapefruit, passion fruit, papaya and mango! Suitable for all 
meats but particularly good with poultry, pork and beef.

Piri Piri CODE: 478850 Texas CODE: 584550

A typical Southern barbecue style with pepper and paprika. 
Suitable for all meats but particularly good with beef and 
poultry.

Truffle with its heady scent and distinct flavour is one of the 
ultimate fine food indulgences and a prized ingredient in the 
culinary world. Favoured by gourmands, chefs and foodies 
alike, it is the perfect flavour to complement so many meats, 
particularly dark meats, poultry and game.

Premium Truffle CODE: 820150 Tomato Salsa CODE: 508050

A sophisticated, spicy taste of tomato, chilli, paprika,  cumin 
and fine herbs. Suitable for all meats but particularly good with 
poultry, beef and pork.

A hot and flavoursome fruity combination including paprika 
and chillies. Not for the faint hearted! Suitable for all meats but 
particularly good with poultry, beef and lamb.

Red Chilli CODE: 187650

A robust and sophisticated flavour combination which combines 
two hearty ingredients. The unique balance of flavours provides 
a wholesome yet contemporary twist. Suitable for all meats but 
perfect with beef, venison, poultry and pork.

Whiskey & Black Pepper CODE: 849153

A robust combination of traditional hearty flavours. Suitable for 
all meats but particularly good with beef , game and poultry.

Red Wine & Shallots CODE: 847950

A robust flavour profile with pungent garlic notes. Superb visual 
appeal too! Excellent with poultry, pork and lamb.

Wild Garlic CODE: 564050

A delicious, warming, attractive and flavourful combination 
of sweet and savoury. Blossom honey, mustard seed, garlic, 
turmeric, chilli, white pepper, paprika and parsley are blended 
in perfect proportions. Suitable for all meats and vegetables but 
perfect with pork, poultry, lamb and fish.

Honey & Mustard CODE: 1544401

Wow! What an impressive flavour combination! Bursting with 
chilli, jalapeños, blue fenugreek, ginger, cumin seed and 
fennel. The fruity profile comes from; grapefruit, passion fruit, 
papaya and mango. Suitable for all meats and vegetables but 
particulary good with beef, venison, pork, poultry, lamb and fish.

Rodizio CODE: 876750

Roasted Jalapeño 

An authentic spicy western style flavour, enhanced with a touch 
of paprika, coarse pepper and onion. Suitable for all meats but 
particularly good with beef, pork and poultry.

Las Vegas CODE: 538050

A subtle smoky note is enhanced by the fruity-spicy  flavour 
of jalapeño, red and green paprika and rounded with roasted 
garlic. Suitable for all meats but excellent with poultry, beef and 
lamb.

CODE: 808050

A balanced combination of citrus elements and spices. Visually 
appealing with a pungent lemon aroma. Suitable for all meats 
but superb with poultry, lamb and pork.

Lemon, Chilli & Ginger CODE: 1006901

A pleasant and well balanced flavour profile with pungent 
rosemary notes. Paprika, garlic, chilli, oregano, thyme and 
fenugreek provide a visually appealing and fresh flavour. 
Perfect with poultry, lamb and pork.

Rosemary CODE: 558350

An incredibly attractive marinade which will add a splash of 
colour to your chiller. A flavour profile which is bursting with 
zesty and fresh notes. Garlic, coriander, turmeric, ginger, fennel, 
chilli and parsley are blended in perfect proportions. Superb 
with poultry, pork, lamb and fish. 

Lime Butter CODE: 3211700 Sea Salt & Pepper CODE: 880951

A pleasant well balanced flavour profile but not too salty. A blend 
of spices adds a complexity to the flavour profile. Excellent with 
poultry, pork and beef.



Our AVO water based Sauces are specifically created for butchers with the UK palate in mind.
We guarantee that they are amongst the best you can buy and will be a focal point in your display.

With a superior appearance, their balanced flavour delivery is considered to be amongst the very best.

AVO Spicy Mango
Sauce on Chicken Legs

SaucesWATER BASED

Perfect for All Seasons and Occasions

GLUTEN
FREE

AVAILABLEIN 4KG TUBS

Gratin Sauce

A superb rich and smooth sauce that is great by 
itself or as a base to which other ingredients can 
be added.

It’s versatile and has many uses and applications 
for meats, vegetables and pasta.

CODE: 1040800

A delicately balanced soy sauce, sesame and tomato profile 
with flavoursome bouillon flavours. The sesame seeds impart a 
slightly sweet taste whilst adding to the texture and appearance 
of this rich, colourful and glossy sauce. Suitable for all meats, fish 
and vegetables but particularly good with poultry, pork and beef. 

Japanese Style Sesame Sauce CODE: M2729500

An on trend, well balanced and delicious sauce containing cider, 
brandy vinegar, apples and a complement of spices. Suitable 
for all meats but excellent with pork and poultry.

Apple Cider & Sage Sauce CODE: 97007100

The clue is in the name! A well known profile which is absolutely 
brimming with fantastic flavours. Tomatoes, brandy vinegar, 
jalapeños smoke flavour and rounded off with lemon. Suitable 
with all meats  but perfect with poultry, fish and vegetables.

South West Sauce CODE: 1882900 

Everything that you would expect from a BBQ sauce and more! 
Suitable for all meats but particularly good with poultry, pork, 
beef and game.

Barbecue Sauce CODE: 893450 

A rich, fruity and sweet sauce with chunks of mango and 
pineapple. Rounded off with paprika, a blend of curry spices and 
a hint of chilli. Suitable for all meats but particularly good with 
poultry, pork, gammon and beef.

Spicy Mango Sauce CODE: 810250 

A rich and balanced barbecue tomato based sauce which 
is complemented with milled pepper, tomatoes and onions. 
Suitable for all meats but particularly good with poultry, pork, 
meatballs and beef.

Brazil Pepper Sauce CODE: 881750

An attractive and authentic Sweet & Sour Sauce with a slight 
spicy kick! Bamboo shoots, mung beans, sweet pineapple, 
tangy grapefruit, exotic papaya, mango and passion fruit are 
complemented with brandy vinegar and a fine balance of herbs 
and spices. Good with all meats but perfect with poultry and pork.

Sweet & Sour Sauce CODE: 591550

A sticky and slightly spicy plum sauce. Suitable for all meats but 
particularly excellent with duck.

Chinese Style Plum Sauce CODE: 855851

An attractive, moreish and flavoursome sauce. Bursting with 
smoky, distinctive sweet honey and spicy notes. Rounded off 
with delicious blossom honey, brandy vinegar and mustard. 
Perfect with all meats but particularly good with poultry, pork, 
beef, vegetables and fish.

Honey Barbecue Sauce CODE: 462250

A rounded rich tomato and herb sauce with excellent visual 
appeal. Suitable for all meats but particularly good with poultry, 
pork, meatballs and beef. 

Italian Style Tomato Sauce CODE: 855351



Stir Fry Sauces
A tasty, attractive and quick gourmet meal solution that guarantees consistency time after time.

Ready to fry in a wok or pan, it’s also excellent as a pour over casserole sauce.
A complete sauce which contains crispy vegetables. Just add meat!

EASY TO

STORE AND

DISPENSE

The Maritop Selection Pack offers you the chance to try a selection of quality stir fry sauces.
Each starter pack contains 5 flavours: Stroganoff, Pepper, Italian Style, Korma, Rogan Josh.

MARITOP SELECTION STARTER PACK CODE: MSP

PACK SIZE: 5 X 800GStroganoff Style

AVAILABLE IN
5 x 800G PACKS

AVO MariTop
Asian Style Sauce

Inspired by a French classic. A hearty blend of the finest 
ingredients including bacon, leeks, onions and white wine. 
Perfect with poultry and pork.

Provençal Style (Vintners) CODE: 833902 

An exotic blend of quality ingredients including poultry, crispy 
bamboo shoots, red pepper, bean sprouts, mushrooms and 
leek. Perfect with all meats.

Asian Style CODE: 5172011

Rogan Josh Style Curry - A mild to medium spiced tomato based 
Kashmiri inspired curry. Suitable for all meats but superb with 
lamb, poultry and beef.

Rogan Josh CODE: 1311001

An authentic, rich and buttery tomato based and mildly spiced 
curry.  With a blend of garlic, coriander, turmeric, cinnamon, 
cumin seed, chillies and fennel. Suitable for all meats but superb 
with poultry, lamb, fish and vegetables.

Butter Curry CODE: M2855201

A robust and tasty classic - gherkins, onions, button mushrooms 
are enhanced by a blend of spices including mustard. Perfect 
with beef.

Stroganoff Style CODE: 807501

Onion, red and green peppers are complemented by a balanced 
blend of quality spices including ginger, cardamom, cumin and 
cloves. Superb with all meats.

Indian Style CODE: 892501

A delicious, rich and creamy blend of quality green peppercorns, 
brandy, herbs and spices. Suitable for all meats but particularly 
good with beef, pork and poultry.

Pepper CODE: 832601 

A tasty and spicy blend of the finest ingredients with sweetcorn 
and kidney beans all of which are complemented by paprika, 
cumin and chilli. Excellent with beef but suitable for all meats.

Mexican Style CODE: 5170011

A moreish and balanced blend of spices, button mushrooms 
and brandy. Suitable for all meats but excellent with beef, pork, 
game and poultry.

Wild Mushroom (Waidmann) CODE: 500201

Thai Style Green Curry - A mild, attractive and flavoursome 
curry inspired by South East Asian cooking. Suitable for all 
meats but superb with poultry, beef and fish.

Thai Green Curry CODE: 1311201

An authentic, attractive and mild curry sauce which offers the 
perfect blend of spices and herbs. Suitable for all meats but 
particularly good with poultry and white meaty fish.

Korma CODE: 1311102

A delicious tasty and creamy classic Stroganoff sauce but 
without MSG. Perfect with beef.

MSG FREE Stroganoff Style CODE: 1150201

PACK SIZE: 4KG

A sophisticated combination of courgettes, red paprika,  black 
olives, beans and onions that complement the meat. Perfect 
with all meats but particularly good with poultry, pork and lamb. 

Italian Style CODE: 502106



Breaders  &  Crumbs
A range of Breaders and Crumbs that have been specially selected for Butchers and Farm Shops. 

When used with AVO’s Gourmet Marina Adhesion Oil, you will create a perfect, crispy crumb system
that is full of flavour, while adding superb visual appeal to all meats. 

FREE FROM MSG & HVP

AVO Paprika
Cornflake Crumb

BOTH

ANTI-OXIDANT

& ADHESIVE

Gourmet Liquid Marina from AVO is an adhesion 
oil which is applied to the surface of the meat, 
fish or vegetables prior to application of the 
crumb or breader. It is a superior, easy to use 
adhesion oil which also provides anti-oxidant 
properties.

CODE: 514316PACK SIZE: 2KG

GOURMET LIQUID MARINA OIL

An attractive, flavoursome and crispy spice blend which adds 
superb visual appeal to all meats.

French Deco Crumb CODE: 1542200

PACK SIZE: 2KG

An attractive and crunchy breader with garlic, butter and specs 
of parsley and dill. Suitable for all meats but excellent with 
poultry, pork and lamb.

Garlic Butter Breader CODE: 1153105

PACK SIZE: 1KG

An attractive breader which has robust notes of paprika, pepper, 
onion and bouillon. Suitable for all meats.

Schnitzel Breader CODE: 501800

PACK SIZE: 1KG

A crispy breader which is complemented with onion, garlic and 
a selection of herbs. Suitable for chicken, pork and venison.

Herb Butter Breader CODE: 893800

PACK SIZE: 1KG

The perfect crispy crumb to coat all meats but classically applied 
to poultry, pork and fish. An on trend concept and flavour layering 
ensures the perfect taco!

Taco Crumb CODE: 521301

PACK SIZE: 1KG

A crunchy, attractive crumb with a chilli kick! Turmeric provides 
a superb colour and the paprika, chilli, onion and garlic gives the  
firecracker its name! Suitable for all meats.

Firecracker Crumb CODE: 3214100

PACK SIZE: 1KG

PACK SIZE: 1KG

Inspired by one of our best selling flavour profiles! Attractive, 
delicious and very moreish. Suitable for all meats, particularly 
poultry, beef and pork.

Alabama Crumb CODE: 2038100GLUTEN FREE   

An attractive and crunchy crumb which is enhanced with flavour 
notes of cheese, tomatoes, garlic and basil. All synonymous 
with Italian cuisine. Suitable for all meats.

Italian Style Crumb CODE: M2914400

PACK SIZE: 1KG

A superb catch all crumb that enhances all substrates and 
applications.

PACK SIZE: 1KG

Crumb CODE: 484700GLUTEN FREE   

A colourful, punchy and attractive blend of jalapeños and herbs. 
It enhances visual appeal, texture and flavour. Suitable for all 
meats. 

Jalapeño Mix CODE: 552300

PACK SIZE: 1KG

A crispy, punchy and flavoursome crumb with a distinct curry taste. 
Suitable for all meats.

PACK SIZE: 1KG

Curry Crumb CODE: 2038000 GLUTEN FREE   

An incredibly attractive crumb. Turmeric, rosemary, 
peppermint, onion and garlic are blended in perfect 
proportions to give a well balanced and tasty flavour. Suitable 
for all meats but perfect with lamb and chicken. 

Mint & Rosemary Crumb CODE: 3213700

PACK SIZE: 1KG

A vibrant, colourful and very flavoursome addition to the range. 
Suitable for all meats but particularly good with poultry and lamb.

PACK SIZE: 1KG

CODE: 2038200 Tomato and Herb Crumb GLUTEN FREE   

A crunchy and attractive crumb with paprika, pepper and onion. 
Suitable for lamb, chicken, beef and pork.

Paprika Cornflake Crumb CODE: 59300

PACK SIZE: 1KG



Gourmet  Fillings
Versatile fillings that add great flavour, texture and interest to a wide range of meats.

Easy to use with or without a piping bag. Suitable for oven cooking. When used with one of our Breaders and Crumbs, 
you can create the on-trend concept of flavour layering, to bring new product ideas to your counter displays.

FREE FROM 

MSG, GLUTEN 

& HVP

AVO Gourmet
Mushroom Filling

The Gourmet Filling Selection Starter Pack offers 5 different flavours of this versatile and easy to 
use filling for you to try.   The selection pack contains:  2 x 500g Herb, 2 x 500g Paprika,
2 x 500g Mushroom, 1 x 500g Chilli, 1 x 500g Roasted Onion, Bacon & Mustard.

GOURMET FILLING SELECTION STARTER PACK CODE: FILLINGSELECT

PACK SIZE: 8 X 500GAVO Gourmet Paprika Filling

An attractive and tasty blend of quality ingredients including; 
cream cheese, spices and tomato puree. Suitable for all meats 
but particularly good with pork steaks and chicken breasts.

PACK SIZE: 8 X 500G

Gourmet Paprika Filling CODE: 172401

This delicious flavour combination certainly packs a chilli 
punch! Cream cheese is blended with chilli, paprika, jalapeños, 
turmeric and bay leaf. Suitable for all meats and vegetables but 
excellent with pork, poultry, beef and lamb.

PACK SIZE: 8 X 500G

Gourmet Chilli Filling CODE: 478401

A touch of sophistication! Cream cheese, crème fraiche, stock, 
very special black truffle and selected spices are combined to 
create a flavoursome filling. Suitable for all meats but perfect for 
rolled pork and chicken breasts.

PACK SIZE: 8 X 500G

Gourmet Truffle Filling CODE: 597606

A delicate cream cheese with mushrooms, onion and herbs. 
Suitable with most meats but excellent with beef olives, chicken 
breasts, beef steaks and pork joints.

PACK SIZE: 8 X 500G

Gourmet Mushroom Filling CODE: 172301

PACK SIZE: 8 X 500G

An attractive, delicate and fresh flavour profile. Cream cheese, 
leek, herbs and spices ensure that this delivers a tasty but 
subtle taste. Suitable for all meats but excellent with chicken, 
lamb and pork.

Gourmet Herb Filling CODE: 197205

A delicious, rounded and satisfying combination of superb 
flavours. The flavour of the roasted onion really makes a 
difference! Cream cheese is joined by the perfect complement 
of herbs and spices. From turmeric, white pepper, ginger, chilli, 
cumin seed and fennel. Suitable for all meats but superb with 
pork and poultry.

PACK SIZE: 8 X 500G

Gourmet Roasted Onion, Bacon & 
Mustard Filling CODE: 1151100



Sausage  Mixes
An extensive premium range of gourmet sausage mixes. Developed by experienced food technologists 

and chefs, using the finest quality ingredients and most importantly, in collaboration with our own qualified 
butchers. We are delighted to offer our customers some of the best sausage mixes on the market.

NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURS OR FLAVOURS

Arthur Pipkins Firecracker Sausage Mix B48447 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Garlic, Chilli & Fennel Sausage Mix B46935 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Ginger & Spring Onion Sausage Mix B46172  6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Hickory & Chipotle Sausage Mix B46164 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Honey & Mustard Sausage Mix B462026 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Lamb, Mint & Black Pepper Sausage Mix B461666 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Lemon & Tarragon Sausage Mix B47762 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Lincolnshire Sausage Mix B46173  6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Pepper, Rosemary & Thyme Sausage Mix B47376 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Pork & Apple Sausage Mix B461746 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Pork & Leek Sausage Mix B46154 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Pork Sausage Mix B46176 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Cranberry & Apple Sausage Mix B46156 6 X 1.18KG Arthur Pipkins Pork Sausage Mix B951076 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Cracked Black Pepper Sausage Mix B47599 6 X 1.18KG Arthur Pipkins Olde English Sausage Mix B95338  6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Lincolnshire Sausage Mix B46167 6 X 1.18KG Arthur Pipkins Chorizo Sausage Mix B46168 6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Spicy Toffee Apple Sausage Mix B46200  6 X 1.18KG 

Arthur Pipkins Cumberland Sausage Mix B95462  6 X 1.18KG Arthur Pipkins Basil & Sundried Tomato Sausage Mix B46018 6 X 1.18KG 

SAUSAGE MIXESGLUTEN FREE   CODEPACK SIZECODEPACK SIZESAUSAGE MIXES

The Arthur Pipkins Sausage Mix Selection Pack offers 6 different popular flavours for you to try. 
The selection pack contains: Cumberland, Chorizo, Honey & Mustard, Lemon & Tarragon, Pork & Leek
and Spicy Toffee Apple Mixes.

CODE: SWSP

PACK SIZE: 6 X 1.18KG Honey & Mustard

ARTHUR PIPKINS SAUSAGE MIX SELECTION PACK CODE: SWSP

Arthur Pipkins Cumberland Sausage Mix B46160 6 X 1.18KG Arthur Pipkins Pork & Leek Sausage Mix B960076 X 1.18KG NEW

NEW Arthur Pipkins Sweet Chilli Sausage Mix B960086 X 1.18KG Arthur Pipkins Cumberland Sausage Mix B46160 20KG NEW

Gluten Free Sausage Mixes

Our expanding range of Gluten Free 
Sausage Mixes has been developed 
to  help you to include some Gluten 
Free options in your counters.

The market for gluten free food is 
currently worth an estimated £835 
million per year and continues to grow.

Cater to your customers Gluten Free 
needs.

The range includes some staple 
classics, alongside two new tasty 
flavours to keep your counters fresh 
and your customers coming back for 
more.

Gluten Free Sweet Chilli



Developed by experienced food technologists and chefs, using the finest quality ingredients and most importantly, 
in collaboration with our own qualified butchers. Complete, easy to use burger mixes that require the addition of meat 

and water only.  We are delighted to offer our customers some of the best burger mixes on the market. 

NO ARTIFICIAL 
COLOURS OR 

FLAVOURS

Burger  Mixes
An premium range of gourmet burger mixes

Arthur Pipkins Firecracker Burger Mix   B4823218 X 340G

Arthur Pipkins Cracked Black Pepper & Red Onion Burger Mix B46179 18 X 340G

Arthur Pipkins Chicken, Chilli & Lime Burger Mix B4802118 X 340G

CODEPACK SIZEBURGER MIXES

Arthur Pipkins Burger Mix & Chopped Onion B9519418 X 340G

BURGER MIXESGLUTEN FREE   CODEPACK SIZE

An explosion of balanced heat, chilli notes and superb visuals!

Cayenne Pepper, Chilli Powder, Cumin, White Pepper, Chilli Flakes, Garlic & Red Bell Peppers 
are present in exactly the right proportions to deliver a burger for those customers who are 
seeking the heat! 

ARTHUR PIPKINS FIRECRACKER BURGER MIX   CODE: B48232

Phoenix Beef Burger Mix & Chopped Onion Tinted B46196 

Phoenix Burger 80+ Mix Tinted B4619928 X 340G BOXED

B4619625KG BAG

CODEBEEF BURGER MIXES PACK SIZE

Gourmet Lamb & Mint B4583228 X 340G BOXED

Pork & Apple B47587 28 X 340G BOXED

CODEOTHER BURGER MIXES PACK SIZE

28 X 340G BOXED

Arthur Pipkins Cracked Black Pepper & Red Onion 
Burger Mix

B9510818 X 340G

Speedeemix Burger with Onion 28 X 340G BOXED B43682

Phoenix Burger Mix with Onion

NEW



Natural  Casings
IFI source both sheep and hog casings from UK abattoirs to ensure the highest quality 

standards. We stock a wide variety of natural casings and if you have any specific 
requirements that aren’t listed here, please contact us to discuss how we can help.

CONTACT US WITH ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Green Ring
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 2 metre strand length GREEN-SHEEPCAS  18/20MM

Yellow Narrow
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 2 metre strand length        NARROW-Y-HOGCAS            30/34MM

Sheep Casings - Standard CODESIZE Hog Casings - Standard CODESIZE

Red Ring
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 2 metre strand length       RED-SHEEPCAS 22/24MM

Blue/White Medium Calibre
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 2 metre strand length       BW-HOGCAS 34/40MM

Yellow Ring
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 2 metre strand length YELLOWSHEEPCAS24MM +

Red Ring
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 2 metre strand length EXWIDE-R-HOGCAS 42/44MM

      TAPED-LS-HOG 35/38M 
TAPED            

Red/Blue
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 6 metre strand length

TAPED-RB-
SHEEPCAS      

21/24MM 
TAPED            

Yellow/Red
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 6 metre strand length

      TAPED-YR-
SHEEPCAS         

24MM + 
TAPED            

Green/Blue
80 meters per bundle. Minimum 6 metre strand length

      TAPED-GB-
SHEEPCAS       

19/21MM 
TAPED            

Taped
90 meters per bundle. Minimum 6 metre strand length

Sheep Casings - Taped CODESIZE Hog Casings - Taped CODESIZE

Ox Bungs BEEFBUNG

Ox Runners
30 meter lengths BEEFRUNLRG

Beef Casings CODE



Rusk
IFI is delighted to offer a range of the finest quality NEWLY WEDS FOODS rusk.

Available in various pack sizes, from the standard 20kg down to smaller batches and up to 1 tonne bags.  

BULKDISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Newly Weds Foods
Medium Rusk

Premium Butcher’s Pinhead Rusk is widely used in the production of sausages, pies
and other compound meat products.

Available in packs of 10kg for ease of handling.

PREMIUM PINHEAD RUSK CODE: NW-PREM-PINRUSK

PACK SIZE: 10KG

Superfine Rusk is the perfect carrier for flavours, seasonings 
and colours, making it suitable in the production of burgers 
and kebabs.
PACK SIZE: 25KG

Newly Weds Foods Fine Rusk CODE: NW-FINERUSK

Pinhead rusk is widely used in the production of sausages, 
pies and other compound meat products. Also available as 
a salt free option.
PACK SIZE: 20KG

Newly Weds Foods Pinhead Rusk CODE: NW-PINRUSK

Medium rusk is widely used in the production of sausages, 
pies and other compound meat products. Also available as 
a salt free option.
PACK SIZE: 20KG

Newly Weds Foods Medium Rusk CODE: NW-MEDRUSK

Bread rusk is often required when making premium and 
speciality meat products and stuffing mixes.
PACK SIZE: 12KG

Newly Weds Foods Breadrusk CODE:  NW-BREAD-RUSK



Our tried and tested, delicious, easy to use and attractive Stuffing Mixes.
A good stuffing can add so much flavour, texture and visual appeal to so many cuts.

Pie  &  Pasty  Ingredients
A specially selected range of Seasonings, Gravies, Pie Glazes and Gelatines
to to add delicious taste, appearance and functionality to your bakery range.

TRADITIONAL. TRIED & TESTED OVER THE YEARS

For flavoursome and well glazed 
pies, pasties and sausage rolls

CONSISTENCY 

AND GREAT 

FLAVOUR 

GUARANTEED Stuffing  Mixes

PACK SIZE: 3KG BAG

A flavoursome and versatile stuffing mix suitable for all meats, 
poultry and vegetables.

Sage and Onion Stuffing Mix CODE: 45830

PACK SIZE: 15KG BAG

A superb sage and onion sausage mix which has excellent 
visuals, robust flavours and hydrates very quickly. 

Premium Sage and Onion Stuffing Mix CODE: B37300

ASK YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS OF OUR
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS 3KG RANGE

NC6 Steak Pie Gravy Mix 4747912KG BUCKET 

Other Pies and Sausage Rolls CODEPACK SIZE

47539 NC5 Meat & Potato Pie Seasoning 15KG BUCKET 

43685Speedeemix Sausage Roll Mix 12.5KG BAG

Daltons Pork Pie Seasoning 4610915KG BUCKET G Glaze Natural Colour 44330 3 X 5KG BOXED 

Pork Pie Seasonings CODEPACK SIZE Peters Glazes & Gels CODEPACK SIZE

Special Pork Pie Seasoning 46169 15KG BUCKET 63234 Jellic Seasoning 4.53KG BOXED  

Excella Pork Pie Seasoning 66270 15KG BUCKET Peters PY Jel  8217115 X 1KG BOXED 

82026 Peters Bun Glaze 3 X 5KG 

475491 New Melsine Seasoning – Meat Pie Seasoning 15KG BAG



Meatloaf can be as varied as the butchers who make them, but we guarantee that these
AVO Meatloaf Mixes make some of the best! A great freezer standby and cooks from frozen.

Meatloaf  Mixes
AVO French Onion Style
Meatloaf Mix

ALSO PERFECT 

FOR MAKING 

MEATBALLS & 

FORCEMEAT

ER PU Gold , Pepper,
DRY CURE & HOGS PUDDING SEASONING

A range of pantry essentials that is constantly evolving as customers advise us of their requirements.

PACK SIZE: 1KG

Tasty flavours include Thyme, Parsley and Black Pepper 
all provide a delicious flavour profile. The appearance 
and texture is superb. Perfect made with minced pork and 
chicken.

French Onion Style Meatloaf Mix CODE: 2711000

PACK SIZE: 1KG

Tasty flavours include Chilli, Basil, Rosemary, Mustard 
and Black Pepper. A superb texture and appearance is 
guaranteed. Perfect made with minced beef.

Cheese Burger Style Meatloaf Mix CODE: 2711100

PACK SIZE: 1KG

Tasty flavours including Paprika, Garlic, Oregano, Thyme and 
Black Pepper impart superb flavour and visuals. Perfect made 
with minced lamb.

Mediterranean Style Meatloaf Mix CODE: 2710800

AVO Peppers CODEPACK SIZE Other Ingredients CODEPACK SIZE

AVO Cracked Black Pepper 18mesh BLPCS6KG1KG 601221AVO ERPU Gold Shelf Life Extender 1KG

46620Newly Weds Foods Hogs Pudding Seasoning 15KGAVO White Pepper WHPE1KG 1KG 

AVO White Pepper GWP25 25KG 

BLPE6KG AVO Ground Black Pepper 1KG 4119IFICUREFAST Fastcure Traditional Dry Cure 15KG



Sausage Seasonings
A range of sausage seasonings perfected from a select blend of quality ingredients.

Created especially for use by Butchers and Farm Shops, to make up a wide range of sausages for your 
counter displays. Reliability, convenience and consistency guaranteed.

TRIED & TESTED.

GUARANTEED.

Phoenix Gold Pork
Seasoning

Our range of Sausage Mixes and Burger Mixes 
includes a large selection of flavours from Arthur 
Pipkins. 

Arthur Pipkins also offer several Gluten Free 
options, to give even more choice and cater for 
your customers’ needs. 

Arthur Pipkins Gourmet Sausage and Burger Mixes 
are free from artificial flavours and colours. 

TRADITIONAL SAUSAGE MIXES, PREMIUM BURGER MIXES, SAUSAGE SEASONINGS AND 
NATURAL SAUSAGE CASINGS

Our range of Sausage Seasonings from Newly Weds 
Foods has been perfected from a select blend of quality 
ingredients. Reliability, convenience and consistency are 
guaranteed. 

Our seasonings are made specifically for Butchers and Farm 
Shops, enabling you to create a wide range of Sausages for 
your customers to enjoy.

We also have a range of finest quality natural Sausage 
Casings of various widths and specifications. Also available 
in bundles.

Phoenix Honeyroast Pork Seasoning

Phoenix Superbloom Pork Seasoning 

IFI Masterchoice 

Newly Weds Pearl Pink Seasoning

Newly Weds Colourex Crown Pink Seasoning

Newly Weds Newtint Seasoning 

Newly Weds Banda Pork

Phoenix Gold Pork Seasoning 

Pork Sausage Seasonings - Tinted 

46198 

46197-6427 

46197-6617 

46201 

47019 

B47019  

436781 Newly Weds Foods Snowhite Pork Seasoning 57448 15KG BUCKET 

Pork Sausage Seasonings - Plain CODEPACK SIZE

436791 41709 Newly Weds White Rose Seasoning 15KG BUCKET 

43680 Phoenix Gold Pork Seasoning 46071-1027  15KG BUCKET 

43699 46071-6471  56 X 227G 

461981 Phoenix Honeyroast Pork Seasoning  46195 56 X 227G 

Newly Weds Scotia Beef Seasoning 43698  15KG BUCKET 

Beef Sausage Seasonings CODEPACK SIZE

Newly Weds Colourex Cumberland Seasoning 436871  15KG BUCKET 

Other Sausage Seasonings and Mixes CODEPACK SIZE

Newly Weds Colourex Lincolnshire Seasoning 471711  15KG 

Welsh Dragon Sausage Mix 46848  12 X 565G  

56 X 227G 

15KG BUCKET 

56 X 227G 

56 X 227G 

15KG BUCKET 

56 X 227G 

15KG BUCKET 

15KG BUCKET 

15KG BUCKET 

15KG BUCKET 

15KG BUCKET 

PACK SIZE CODE






